directors to live up to the challenge of her texts, her plays can proliferate and resonate in different 'arenas' in ever new and unexpected ways.
In this article I look specifically at the late Einar Schleef's radical directorial approach to Ein Sportstück in his 1998 production at the Burgtheater, which not only fulfilled but exceeded the one condition Jelinek had attached to her otherwise open stage direction: 'Das einzige was unbedingt sein muβ, ist: griechische Chöre, einzelne, Massen' (p. 7) [ The only thing that has to be kept are the Greek Choruses, as individual, or en masse, p. 37]. Schleef's approach, which uses choruses in multiple ways and further heightens and expands Jelinek's references to Greek tragedy, will be related to his own theories about the disappearance of the chorus from German theatre and of woman from the centre of the conflict. I will discuss both Jelinek's text and Schleef's production in the wider context of the concept of the agon and of the conflict between group/mass and individual. A reworking of agon and conflict, I argue, is not only central to Jelinek's text but even more so to Schleef's dramaturgy. In performance, this dramaturgy provides the means for experiencing -in a physically palpable way -the dominance and fascist potential of mass cultural sporting ideologies, the individual's desire to belong to a group, as well as the exclusion and victimisation of individuals and minorities.
Schleef's monumental staging is something of a canonical production and its iconic status has at times deterred other directors from attempting to stage the play. In a concluding part I will reflect on the much more modest English premiere by Just a Must in 2012, a staging I worked on as a dramaturg, and explore how this production resonated differently within the new arena of Britain in the thrall of EURO 2012 and the London Olympics of that year. I will use this as an occasion to consider the potential drawbacks of Schleef's production with respect to cultural translatability despite its undoubted and incomparable achievement.
II.
clear, on the level of the author competing with Kleist's Penthesilea, one of the scene's intertexts. Yet while the agon in ancient Greece was valued positively as a competitive ethos and honour system underpinning the whole society, in Jelinek's Sportstück its interconnected spheres are revisited as a critical comment on the experience of the twentieth century. The invocation of classical Greece serves as a foil -often presented with considerable irony and sarcasm -to gauge both historical continuities (for example in terms of patriarchy) and historical distance from Greek ideals (for example in the modern instrumentalisation and commodification of sports).
Finally, however, there is an argument to be made that on the level of communication with the audience Jelinek attempts to revive 'agonistics' as a form of democratic dissent and debate initiated by theatre. The point that the performance of agon in Greek tragedy was about exploring dissent and authority is made, for example, by Elton Barker who argues that 'the entire tragic performance represents an investigation into dissent that reproduces multiple viewpoints and transfers the responsibility to manage them onto the audience'. 8 Jelinek's own direct confrontation of the audience as a public, I will argue, is further heightened by Schleef's use of vehement direct choric address, his preference for the theatron axis (the relationship between the actors and the audience) over the dramatic axis (the relationship between the characters in a dialogue), as well as his treatment of the theatre space to change the audience's perception, above all his creation of the theatre as Hörraum, a space for listening to marginalised voices that aim to disrupt a politics of consensus.
As Chantal Mouffe has recently reasserted, "cultural and artistic practices can play a critical role by fostering agonistic public spaces where counter-hegemonic struggles could be launched against neo-liberal hegemony". 9 With respect to Schleef's production, as I aim to 8 show, it can also be argued that the site-specific treatment of the Burgtheater building fostered such an "agonistic public space". While Just a Must's production of Sports Play engaged less in disrupting public spaces, its public performances in Britain in the context of the London Olympics can nevertheless be seen as an agonistic artistic practice that is critical especially of neo-liberal capitalism.
III.
Although Ein Sportstück is by no means Jelinek's only treatment of sport, it is, on one level, her most systematic treatment of its socio-cultural role within twentieth-century Europe. She is interested in sports and sports spectatorship as a mass phenomenon, especially in the drives and mechanisms that can turn individuals into crowds behaving uniformly and violently, as As an unwilling 'gladiator', the framing figure of Elfie Elektra is both drawn into the arena and on the margins of it as a keen observer of its dynamics.
Elfi Elektra opens up the theatrical agon as assembly by addressing the audience: 'Sagen Sie, ist das alles auch genügend bewacht? Tote, raus! Lebende rein! Ach, die sind schon drinnen? Na umso besser, dann können wir ja die Türen wieder schlieβen mit unserem Pneuma'(p. 12- the chorus is that of "belonging" -and specifically -and this is what is important -desired or suffered belonging'; on the other hand -and this creates an interesting theatrical 'agonal dynamic' -for the chorus the individual is always considered an outcast. 25 The chorus, in turn, is itself threatened in its identity by the individual, who is alien to it and does not want to belong. 26 This means that both the individual and the chorus are never whole and complete but both are split and compromised by the other -both exist in a relation of perpetual interdependence.
In Ein Sportstück, Schleef's choric form articulated this conflict between individual and group in a physicalized and ritualistic way. This was especially true for the famous 'Sportlerszene' [sportsmen scene], Schleef's condensed choric treatment of the long sequence of interchangeable sportsmen speaking monologues about belonging to a group, club or nation, in which a large chorus in uniform sports dress kept up a 'fight choreography' for thirty-five minutes to the beat of eight, transferring a palpable physical energy to the audience. Taking turns, 'tutti, solo' and repeating the fragments of text in smaller and larger groups, the chorus turned the text into 'a sort of epic rap' while relentlessly continuing the strenuous choreography. 27 As a result of this durational exercise regime the real fatigue of the sweaty actors at the end of this performance marathon let the chorus fall apart into individual voices, so that, according to Tigges, 'a fractured (performative) polyphony could be experienced, which lent a voice to Jelinek's "undead" and "bodyless" bodies'. 28 While on the level of the play's content, Jelinek charts the dark side of society's valorisation of sportive agon and its descent into collective violence and warfare, on the level of theatrical communication, the explicit references to Greek tragedy in the play take recourse to a culture and tradition where the performed agon in theatre is part of publicly exhibited dissent -and by extension part of the democratic culture of the political community of the polis. 35 As I have shown, the figure of Elfi Elektra with her place 'outside the palace' can especially serve to make the case that Jelinek's play engages in an artistic practice of democratic dissent, speaking up against a culture that valorizes the fit, sporty and aggressive while marginalising the weak, the ill and also the intellectual. As regards the agon as a judicial practice, Elfi Elektra also stands paradigmatically for the agonist who is the advocate of the murdered, the wronged and the persecuted. As the father-less daughter who refuses to forget his murder, her speaking embodies historical memory. 36 individual or choric voices -the latter sometimes in almost complete darkness -physicalises and spatialises the precariousness of dissent and engages in a form of embodied agonistics.
In many ways Schleef's production was very much anchored within an Austrian and German historical context and more specifically within the history of Vienna's Burgtheater. Schleef, who criticized Jelinek for prohibiting performances of her plays in Austria, arguing that it was only here that she had her audience, 37 used the Burgtheater in what could be described as a site-specific way. Thus, his performance opened not with Elfi Elektra's opening monologue, which he cut, hoping to be able to use it for a later production of Jelinek's Macht Nichts, 38 but instead with a prologue consisting of a speech originally given in 1888 on the occasion of the inauguration of the Burgtheater; the speech was read by the oldest actor in the Burgtheater ensemble, Heinz Fröhlich, and a small choir of four children. After the Woman's speech, this was followed by the chorus singing the hymn 'Lied des Kaisers', the old hymn of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Both opening gestures anchor the play in the nationalist history of Austria -implicitly linking its militaristic culture to Jelinek's connection between the warrior and the sportsman. Moreover, the 'long version' contained larger-than-life projections of film sequences, silent enactments from Aeschylus' Oresteia, such as the murder of Clytemnestra, that were filmed on location in the Burgtheater, in the cellar and in subterranean corridors, on the historical grand staircase and in the attic. 39 All of this extended the production in a site-specific way and made full use of Schleef's 'home advantage'. The Burgtheater became a 'palace' from the moment when, as dramaturg Rita Thiele reports, a young actress playing a homeless woman 'alias Elektra' greeted the audience on the steps 37 Elfriede Jelinek, 'Einar Schleef', available on Jelinek's homepage, <http://www.elfriedejelinek.com/> [accessed 15 July 2014]. 38 Tragically Schleef did not get to finish his production of Macht Nichts at the Berliner Ensemble due to a heart attack. He died on the 21 July 2001 at the age of 57. 39 Cortese, 'Schleefs Sportstück-Inszenierung', p. 128.
outside the entrance. 40 Schleef's use of the Burgtheater can be read as fostering an 'agonistic public space' in which the audience can reflect on the history of this dominant institution (as famously articulated in Jelinek's play Burgtheater) and which can 'contribute to unsettling the dominant hegemony'. 41 VI.
Schleef's monumental original production has perhaps understandably overshadowed the production history of the play, as few directors, daunted by his success, have since dared to take on the play for fear of not living up to his production. 42 Yet this is an attitude that seems to replace the slavish faithfulness to the author's text -which directors have over the years freed themselves from -with timid reverence for a particular staging and performance text. Moreover, the fluff not only served to underscore the destabilisation of protagonistic figuration and to support polysemic readings but also acted as a real resistant material for the performers: 'Though it is a soft, clean and playful substance, the large quantity of fluff becomes an obstacle to bodily movement as it impedes ways of walking, raises the environment's temperature and stifles the aurality of the performers'. 45 As such, it became part of a general dramaturgical principle of 'performing under duress': performers had to speak Jelinek's difficult linguistic gymnastics while doing a Jane Fonda-inspired workout In addition to playing individual roles, all but the Elfi Elektra actress also acted as the Chorus, who changed from 'team' to 'crowd' to the Lacanian 'big Other' of society, underscoring the text's own semantic leaps from the micro-politics of a group to the macropolitics of a nation. Despite working with a much smaller chorus than Schleef had at his disposal, in Butkovic's production, too, the interdependence between chorus/group and individual was physically and vocally communicated. Choric forms of theatre are rarely seen on British stages -perhaps due to Shakespeare's purging of the chorus, as Schleef might argue -and the impact of even a small chorus confronting the audience for long stretches with Jelinek's text treated in a musical way and spoken in rhythmic unison was therefore felt quite strongly.
